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High dynamic range image signal generation and processing

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to generation and/or processing of an image signal

comprising high dynamic range pixel values.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Digital encoding of various source signals has become increasingly important

over the last decades as digital signal representation and communication increasingly has

replaced analogue representation and communication. Continuous research and development

is ongoing in how to improve the quality that can be obtained from encoded images and

video sequences while at the same time keeping the data rate to acceptable levels.

An important factor for perceived image quality is the dynamic range that can

be reproduced when an image is displayed. However, conventionally, the dynamic range of

reproduced images has tended to be substantially reduced in relation to normal vision.

Indeed, luminance levels encountered in the real world span a dynamic range as large as 14

orders of magnitude, varying from a moonless night to staring directly into the sun.

Instantaneous luminance dynamic range and the corresponding human visual system

response can fall between 10.000:1 and 100.000:1 on sunny days or at night.

Traditionally, dynamic range of image sensors and displays has been confined

to lower dynamic ranges of magnitude. Also, displays are often limited by viewing

environment (they may render black if the luminance generation mechanism is switched off,

but then they still reflect e.g. environmental light on their front glass; a television in sunny

daytime viewing may have DR < 50:1). Consequently, it has traditionally been possible to

store and transmit images in 8-bit gamma-encoded formats without introducing perceptually

noticeable artifacts on traditional rendering devices. However, in an effort to record more

precise and livelier imagery, novel High Dynamic Range (HDR) image sensors that are

capable of recording dynamic ranges of more than 6 orders of magnitude have been

developed. Moreover, most special effects, computer graphics enhancement and other post-

production work are already routinely conducted at higher bit depths and with higher

dynamic ranges.



Furthermore, the contrast and peak luminance of state-of-the-art display

systems continues to increase. Recently, new displays have been presented with a peak

luminance as high as 4000 Cd/m 2 and contrast ratios of up to perhaps 5-6 orders of

magnitude although this is typically reduced to significantly less in real life viewing

environments. It is expected that future displays will be able to provide even higher dynamic

ranges and specifically higher peak luminances and contrast ratios. When traditionally

encoded 8-bit signals are displayed on such displays, annoying quantization and clipping

artifacts may appear, or the grey values of the different regions may be incorrectly rendered,

etc. Artefacts may be particularly noticeable if compression such as DCT compression

according to an MPEG or similar still image or video compression standard is used

somewhere along the imaging chain, from content creation to ultimate rendering. Moreover,

traditional video formats offer insufficient headroom and accuracy to convey the rich

information contained in new HDR imagery.

As a result, there is a growing need for new approaches that allow a consumer

to fully benefit from the capabilities of state-of-the-art (and future) sensors and display

systems. Preferably, representations of such additional information are backwards-compatible

such that legacy equipment can still receive ordinary video streams, while new HDR-enabled

devices can take full advantage of the additional information conveyed by the new format.

Thus, it is desirable that encoded video data not only represents HDR images but also allow

encoding of the corresponding traditional Low Dynamic Range (LDR) images that can be

displayed on conventional equipment.

A critical issue for the introduction of increased dynamic range video and

images is how to effectively encode, store, and distribute the associated information. In

particular it is desirable that backwards compatibility is maintained, and that the introduction

of high dynamic range images to existing systems is facilitated. Also efficiency in terms of

data rate and processing complexity is significant. Another critical issue is of course the

resulting image quality.

Hence, an improved approach for distributing, communicating and/or

representing high dynamic range images would be advantageous.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, the Invention seeks to preferably mitigate, alleviate or eliminate

one or more of the disadvantages with prior art singly or in any combination.



According to an aspect of the invention there is provided an apparatus for

generating an image signal in which pixels are encoded in N-bit words, encoding at least a

luma per pixel, the apparatus comprising: a receiver for obtaining high dynamic range pixel

values in accordance with a first color representation in M-bit words; a first generator for

including the high dynamic range pixel values in the image signal in the N-bit words

according to a second color representation; and a second generator for including in the image

signal an indicator that high dynamic range pixel values are encoded.

Note that pixel value words may be encoded over separated data sections such

as e.g. components, or, some sections may comprise data which is not High Dynamic Range

(HDR) perse.

The invention may provide an improved image signal for distributing High

Dynamic Range (HDR) image data. The approach may in particular provide improved

backwards compatibility in many applications and/or may e.g. facilitate introduction of HDR

image distribution into existing image and video systems.

The image signal may be a single image signal, such as a digital image file, or

may e.g. be a video signal comprising a plurality of images.

The N-bit words may comprise a plurality of components which may

separately and individually represent different color components. An N-bit word may

represent a plurality of color components. The N-bit word may be divided into different

segments which may be allocated to individual color components. For example, N l bits may

be used for pixel data for a first color component, N2 bits may be used for pixel data for a

second color component, and N3 bits may be used for pixel data for a third color component

(where e.g. N1+N2+N3=N). As a specific example, an RGB color representation may be

provided in N-bit words where N/3 bits are allocated to each of the R, G and B color

components.

Similarly, the M-bit words may comprise a plurality of components which

may separately and individually represent different color components. An M-bit word may

represent a plurality of color components. The M-bit word may be divided into different

segments which may be allocated to individual color components. For example, Ml bits may

be used for pixel data for a first color component, M2 bits may be used for pixel data for a

second color component, and M3 bits may be used for pixel data for a third color component

(where e.g. M1+M2+M3=M).

The image signal may be a single continuous and all-inclusive image signal.

However, in other embodiments, the image signal may be a composite or divided image



signal. For example, the pixel data for the image in the form of the N-bits words may be

spread over several data packets or messages. Similarly, the indicator may be provided

together with or separate from the N-bit words, e.g. stored in a different part of a memory, or

even provided via a different communication link. For example, the indicator may be

transmitted in different data packets or messages than the N-bit words. E.g. the image signal

may be divided into image data packets and control data packets with the N-bit words being

provided in the former and the indicator being provided in the latter type of data packets.

Minimally, encoder and decoder would have a fixed (single or multiple) way of encoding

HDR data into a fixed available N-bit word, and then the indicator would be simple, and just

say that the encoded data represnts "HDR data" or e.g. "HDR-type- 1" or "HDR-type-2" data

rather than LDR data. The receiving side would then according to the agreed e.g. type-2

encoding scenario know how to ultimately transform this into the signal to be rendered on a

display (or printer etc.). Such a scenario can be used e.g. when arbitrary HDR originals (e.g.

with 16 bit lumas with the code maximum corresponding to peak white 5000 nit, or 22 bit

lumas with peak white 550000 nit), are first transformed to an intermediate signal (which is

more usable for display, since a bright object of 550000 nit cannot be rendered anyway, so is

preferably first graded to some value which still conveys enormous brightness, yet can be

rendered on a display, e.g. 5000 nit). The difficult mathematics or artistical choices of

converting the real world scene representation into a useful, renderable signal is then taken

out of this part of the imaging chain, and dealt with in a previous part, so that type-2

encoding should only deal with converting whatever ended up in the intermediate M-bit

representation, to the type-2 N-bit representation. However, the indicator may be more

complex, or otherwise stated co-supplied with additional data specifying how exactly a

mapping was done to the N-bit signal, so that e.g. also the 22 bit/550000nit originals can

directly be applied to the second imaging chain part and converted to the N-bit signal. In such

cases useful information would be (linear) scaling information (e.g. associated with a scaling

between a first range of luminances associated with the first encoding of M-bits words versus

a second range of the N-bit words) , such as e.g. a specification of the 550000nit level (or a

derived white value indication, e.g. an estimated, scaled, or intended-to-be-rendered on a

reference display white level [which one may see as an example of an associated display

luminance], which an actual receiving display may then optimally map according to what it

can maximally generate as peak white; i.e. it will render data which had an encoded white

level of e.g. 5000 nits differently than data with a white level of 50000 nits, e.g. if the display

can show a peak white of 10000 nits it may render the first white [i.e. pixels having code



value of Y=1023 e.g.] as display output luminance equal to 6000nit, and the second as

display output luminance equal to lOOOOnit ) . And it may be further useful to include

information on how exactly all luma or color values along the range of codeable colors in the

M-bit representation are distributed along the codeable range of the N-bit signal, e.g. to use

the bits in the new N-bit representation the best possible way and encode as precise as

possible all the texture of various important objects along the luminance range in the inputed

pictures in the M-bit representation, e.g. by co-encoding mapping functions. Of course all of

these may dynamically vary between different scenes of a movie, e.g. switching between

plain indoors well-lit scenes which may best be represented with LDR encodings, to a scene

outside with spectacularly bright fireworks, which may best be represented with a more

HDR-tuned variant, with different image statistics resulting in different N-bit encoding

statistics.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the first color

representation is different from the second color representation.

This may provide improved performance in many embodiments and may in

many scenarios specifically allow a highly efficient communication of HDR image data. The

apparatus may adapt HDR image data to specifically match the requirements, characteristics

and/or preferences of the specific distribution medium.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the apparatus further

comprises a transformation unit for transforming the high dynamic range pixel values from

the first color representation to the second color representation.

This may provide improved performance in many embodiments and may in

many scenarios specifically allow a highly efficient communication of HDR image data. The

apparatus may adapt HDR image data to specifically match the requirements, characteristics

and/or preferences of the specific distribution medium.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the transformation

comprises a compression of M-bit words into N-bit words, where M is larger than N .

A more efficient image signal for distributing HDR content may be achieved

in many embodiments. A compression allowing a more efficient distribution may for

example apply non-linear transformations to transform e.g. a linear M-bit word color

representation into a non-linear N-bit word color representation.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the compression

comprises using a different quantization scheme for the pixel values in accordance with the



second color representation than for the pixel values in accordance with the first color

representation.

A more efficient image signal for distributing HDR content may be achieved

in many embodiments. The quantization scheme for the second color representation may e.g.

allow the dynamic range to be covered by fewer quantization levels and may allow N to be

smaller than M. The quantization scheme for the second color representation may for

example be a non-uniform quantization of the color component values and/or luminance

dynamic range.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the first color

representation is the same as the second color representation.

This may allow an efficient representation and/or low complexity and/or

facilitated operation in many scenarios. In particular, it may allow low complexity and low

computational resource processing to be used to efficiently handle high dynamic range

images.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the indicator

comprises an indication of a display luminance associated with the second color

representation.

The image signal may include an indication of how the provided pixel values

are nominally correlated to intended luminances. The approach may e.g. allow a display

receiving the image signal to adapt the rendering of the pixel values to correspond to the

actual characteristics of the display. For example, transforms may be applied to provide

accurate or appropriate conversions from the nominal or reference displays associated with

the second color representation to the actual display used for the rendering.

The indicator may specifically provide an indication of a reference luminance

corresponding to a reference pixel value. For example, the luminance corresponding to the

pixel value representing the highest luminance of the second color representation may be

indicated by the indicator.

The approach may allow any HDR space to be encoded while allowing it to be

displayed on any display. For example, an HDR image may be encoded to correspond to a

dynamic range with a brightest radiation of 50 000 nits. However, when rendering such a

signal on a 1000 nit display, it is desirable to provide an intelligent mapping between the

encoded dynamic range and the dynamic range of the rendering. Such a transformation can

be improved and/or facilitated by the indicator indicating a display luminance associated with

the second color representation.



In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the indicator

comprises an indication of the second color representation.

This may improve performance and/or facilitate rendering. In particular, it

may allow a device receiving the image signal to optimize its processing to the specific color

representation used. Color representations may specify both how data values are packed (e.g.

first a luma, then a hue as a 3-bit component, then a saturation according to some allocation

mapping of the successive word bits), and what they mean (which primaries etc.)

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the first color

representation employs a separate color value for each color component of the first color

representation, and the second color representation employs a set of color values for each

color component of the second color representation together with a common exponential

factor.

This may provide a particularly efficient representation. The set of color

values for each color component of the second color representation may correspond to a

linear or non-linear (such as e.g. a logarithmic) representation of the color component

luminance values.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the image signal

comprises a segment for pixel image data, and the first generator is arranged to alternatively

include low dynamic range pixel values or the high dynamic range pixel values according to

a second color representation in the segment, and the indicator is arranged to indicate

whether the first segment comprises low dynamic range color values or high dynamic range

color values.

This may provide a particularly advantageous representation. In many

scenarios it may provide improved backwards compatibility and/or facilitate introduction of

HDR in existing systems or standards. The approach may in particular allow existing video

distribution approaches for low dynamic range image distribution to readily be adapted to

high dynamic range image distribution.

The segment may for example be a segment reserved for communication of

enhanced color data. For example, an image signal standard may allow image data to be

communicated in accordance with a standard color representation and in accordance with an

enhanced color representation, where the enhanced color representation allows improved

chromaticity representation relative to the standard color representation (e.g. a finer

chromaticity quantization, or a wider gamut). Typically the enhanced color representation

may use more bits than the standard color representation. The approach may allow a segment



reserved for the enhanced color representation to be used for communication of high dynamic

range data.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the second generator is

arranged to further include a second indicator in the image signals, the second indicator being

indicative of the segment being used for low dynamic range pixel values both when the

segment comprises low dynamic range pixel values and when the segment comprises high

dynamic range pixel values.

This may provide a particularly advantageous representation. In many

scenarios it may provide improved backwards compatibility and/or facilitate introduction of

HDR in existing systems or standards. The approach may in particular allow existing video

distribution approaches for low dynamic range image distribution to readily be adapted to

allow high dynamic range image distribution.

The use of the second indicator, which may indicate that the segment uses low

dynamic range data even when it contains high dynamic range data, may be used to ensure

that processing or distribution based on this indicator will be the same as for low dynamic

range data. This may avoid conflicts, and in particular may allow functionality not capable of

processing high dynamic range data or the first indicator to still process the signal. Other

functionality may then exploit the first indicator to process the pixel values as high dynamic

range data. For example, in some embodiments, only the rendering display will use the first

indicator to process the pixel data whereas intervening distributing or storage functionality is

based only on the second indicator, and thus need not be capable of processing the first

indicator or indeed high dynamic range pixel values. The second indicator may be an existing

standardized indicator with the first indicator being a new indicator introduced to an existing

standard.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, a number of bits K

reserved for each pixel in the segment is larger than N .

This may allow improved and/or facilitated operation in many scenarios. In

some embodiments, the K-N bits may be used for communication of other data, such as e.g.

chromaticity enhancement data.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the image coding

signal is in accordance with an HDMI standard.

The invention may provide a particularly advantageous HDMI™ (High-

Definition Multimedia Interface) image signal for distribution in accordance with the

HDMI™ standards.



In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the first generator is

arranged to include the high dynamic range pixel values in a Deep Color data segment.

This may provide for a particularly advantageous approach and may in

particular allow improved backwards compatibility.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the second generator is

arranged to include the indicator in an Auxiliary Video Information InfoFrame.

This may provide for a particularly advantageous approach and may in

particular allow improved backwards compatibility.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the image coding

signal is in accordance with a DisplayPort standard.

The invention may provide a particularly advantageous DisplayPort™ image

signal for distribution in accordance with the DisplayPort™ standards.

According to an aspect of the invention there is provided a method of

generating an image signal in which pixels are encoded in N-bit words, encoding at least a

luma per pixel, the method comprising the steps: obtaining high dynamic range pixel values

in accordance with a first color representation in M-bit words; including the high dynamic

range pixel values in the image signal in the N-bit words according to a second color

representation; and including in the image signal an indicator that high dynamic range pixel

values are encoded.

According to an aspect of the invention there is provided an apparatus for

processing an image signal, the apparatus comprising: a receiver for receiving the image

signal, a data segment of the image signal comprising one of high dynamic range pixel values

in N-bit words according to a first color representation and low dynamic range pixel values

according to a second color representation, and for receiving an indicator indicative of

whether the data segment comprises the high dynamic range pixel values or the low dynamic

range pixel values; an extractor for extracting data of the data segment; and a processor

arranged to process the data of the data segment as high dynamic range pixel values or as low

dynamic range pixel values dependent on the indicator.

In accordance with an optional feature of the invention, the image signal is in

accordance with an HDMI standard, and the apparatus further comprises means for

transmitting an indication of the capability to process high dynamic range pixel values in an

HDMI vendor specific data block.



This may allow a particularly advantageous image signal distribution. In

particular, it may provide improved backwards compatibility and/or facilitated introduction

of HDR information in HDMI systems.

According to an aspect of the invention there is provided a method of

processing an image signal, the method comprising: receiving the image signal, a data

segment of the image signal comprising one of high dynamic range pixel values in N-bit

words according to a first color representation and low dynamic range pixel values according

to a second color representation; receiving an indicator indicative of whether the data

segment comprises the high dynamic range pixel values or the low dynamic range pixel

values; extracting data of the data segment; and processing the data of the data segment as

high dynamic range pixel values or as low dynamic range pixel values dependent on the

indicator.

According to an aspect of the invention there is provided an image signal in

which pixels are encoded in N-bit words, encoding at least a luma per pixel, the image signal

comprising: the high dynamic range pixel values in the image signal in the N-bit words

according to a color representation; and an indicator that high dynamic range pixel values are

encoded

These and other aspects, features and advantages of the invention will be

apparent from and elucidated with reference to the embodiment(s) described hereinafter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the invention will be described, by way of example only,

with reference to the drawings, in which

FIG. 1 is an illustration of a distribution path for audiovisual content;

FIG. 2 is an illustration of an apparatus for generating an image signal in

accordance with some embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 3 is an illustration of an apparatus for generating an image signal in

accordance with some embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 4 is an illustration of an apparatus for processing an image signal in

accordance with some embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 5 illustrates examples of encoding of pixel values;

FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a system for generating audiovisual content;

and

FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a system for processing audiovisual content.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOME EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of an audio visual distribution path. In the

example, a content provider apparatus 101 generates an audio visual content signal for an

audiovisual content item, such as e.g. a film, a television program etc. The content provider

apparatus 101 may specifically encode the audiovisual content in accordance with a suitable

encoding format and color representation. In particular, the content provider apparatus 101

may encode the images of a video sequence of the audiovisual content item in accordance

with a suitable representation such as e.g. YCrCb. The content provider apparatus 101 may

be considered to represent a production and distribution house which creates and broadcasts

the content.

The audio visual content signal is then distributed to a content processing

device 103 via a distribution path 105. The content processing device 103 may for example

be a set-top box residing with a specific consumer of the content item.

The audio-visual content is encoded and distributed from the content provider

apparatus 101 through a medium, which may e.g. consist of packaged media (DVD or BD

etc.), Internet, or broadcasting. It then reaches a source device in the form of the content

processing device 103 which comprises functionality for decoding and playing back the

content.

It will be appreciated that the distribution path 105 may be any distribution

path and via any medium or using any suitable communication standard. Further, the

distribution path need not be real time but may include permanent or temporary storage. For

example, the distribution path may include the Internet, satellite or terrestrial broadcasting

etc., storage on physically distributed media such as DVDs or Blu-ray Disc™ or a memory

card etc. Likewise, the content processing device 103 may be any suitable device such as a

Blu-ray™ Player, a satellite or terrestrial television receiver, etc.

The content processing device 103 is coupled to a display 107 via a

communication path 109. The content processing device 103 generates a display signal

comprising an audio visual signal representing the audiovisual content item. The display

signal may specifically be the same as the audiovisual content signal. Thus, the source device

streams the decoded content to a sink device, which may be a TV or another device which

converts the digital signals to a physical representation.

In some embodiments the data representing the images of the audio visual

content are the same for the audiovisual content signal and for the display signal. In this



example, the display 107 may comprise functionality for image processing including e.g.

generation of images with increased dynamic range. However, it will be appreciated that in

some embodiments, the content processing device 103 may perform e.g. image enhancement

or signal processing algorithms on the data and may specifically decode and re-encode the

(processed) audiovisual signal. The re-encoding may specifically be to a different encoding

or representation format than for the audiovisual content signal.

The system of FIG. 1 is arranged to provide a High Dynamic Range (HDR)

video information. Further, in order to provide e.g. improved backwards compatibility, it may

also in some scenarios provide Low Dynamic Range (LDR) information that allows an LDR

image to be presented. Specifically, the system is able to communicate/ distribute image

signals relating to both LDR and HDR images

The approach described in the following may be applied on either one or both

of the link 105 from the content provider apparatus 101 to the content processing device 103

and the link 109 from the content processing device 103 to the display 107. Furthermore, the

approach may be applied differently on the two paths, e.g. by using different color

representations or encoding standards. The following description will however for brevity

and clarity focus on the application of the approach to an interface between and audio-visual

set-top box and a corresponding display. Thus, the description will focus on an application to

the communication path 109 between the content processing device 103 and the display 107

in FIG. 1.

Conventional displays typically use an LDR representation. Typically such

LDR representations are provided by a three component 8 bit representation related to

specified primaries. For example, an RGB color representation may be provided by three 8

bit samples referenced to a Red, Green, and Blue primary respectfully. Another

representation uses one luma component and two chroma components (such as YCrCb).

These LDR representations correspond to a given brightness or luma range.

However, increasingly image capturing devices are provided which can

capture larger dynamic ranges. For example, cameras typically provide 12 bit, 14 bit or even

16 bit ranges. Thus, compared to a conventional standard LDR 8 bit camera, an HDR camera

may faithfully (linearly) capture, 12 bit, 14 bit (or higher) ranging from a brighter white to a

given black. Thus, the HDR may correspond to an increasing number of bits for the data

samples corresponding to LDR thereby allowing a higher dynamic range to be represented.

HDR specifically allows for significantly brighter images (or image areas) to

be presented. Indeed, an HDR image may provide a substantially brighter white than can be



provided by the corresponding LDR image. Indeed, an HDR image may allow at least four

times brighter white than the LDR image. The brightness may specifically be measured

relative to the darkest black that can be represented or may be measured relative to a given

grey or black level.

The LDR image may specifically correspond to specific display parameters,

such as a fixed bit resolution related to a specific set of primaries and/or a specific white

point. For example, 8-bits may be provided for a given set of RGB primaries and e.g. a white

point of 500 Cd/m2. The HDR image is an image which includes data that should be rendered

above these restrictions. In particular, a brightness may be more than four times brighter than

the white point (e.g. 2000 Cd/m2) or more.

High dynamic range pixel values have a luminance contrast range (brightest

luminance in the set of pixels divided by darkest luminance) which is (much) larger than a

range that can be faithfully displayed on the displays standardized in the NTSC and MPEG-2

era (with its typical RGB primaries, and a D65 white with for maximum driving level [255,

255, 255] a reference brightness of e.g. 500 nit or below). Typically for such reference

display 8 bits suffice to display all grey values between approximately 500 nit and

approximately 0.5 nit (i.e. with contrast range 1000:1 or below) in visually small steps,

whereas HDR images are encoded with a higher bit word, e.g. 10 bit (which is also captured

by a camera with a larger well depth and DAC, e.g. 14bit). In particular, HDR images

typically contain many pixel values (of bright image objects) above a scene white. In

particular, several pixels are brighter than 2 times a scene white. This scene white may

typically be equated with the white of the NTSC/MPEG-2 reference display.

The number of bits used for the HDR images X may typically be larger than or

equal to the number of bits Y used for LDR images (X may typically be e.g. 10 or 12, or 14

bit (per color channel if several of the channels are used), and Y may e.g. be 8, or 10) . A

transformation/mapping may be required to fit pixels in a smaller range, e.g. a compressive

scaling. Typically, a non-linear transformation may be involved, e.g. a logarithmic encoding

may encode (as lumas) a far larger luminance range in an X-bit word than a linear encoding,

be it that the luminance difference steps from one value to the next are then not equidistant,

but nor are they required to be so for the human visual system.

FIG. 2 illustrates an apparatus for generating an image signal. In the image

signal, pixels are encoded in N-bit words with at least one luma being encoded per pixel. The

N bit words may comprise a plurality of individual components. For example, an N-bit word

representing a pixel may be divided into a number of sections each containing a number of



bits representing a property for the pixel. For example, the N-bit words may be divided into a

number of sections each containing a pixel value component corresponding to a primary

color. E.g. an N-bit word may provide an RGB pixel value by one section including bits

providing the R pixel value, another section including bits providing the G pixel value, and a

third section including bits providing the B pixel value.

The N-bit words representing HDR pixel values are provided in accordance

with a color representation. It will be appreciated that any suitable color representation

allowing HDR pixels to be represented may be used, including for example an RGB, or

YCrCb color representation. It will also be appreciated that multi-primary color

representations using more than three primaries may be used.

It will be appreciated that the apparatus may be used at any suitable location in

the distribution path from image content generation to image content rendering. However, the

following description will focus on an embodiment wherein the apparatus is implemented as

part of the content processing device 103 of FIG. 1.

The apparatus comprises a receiver 201 which receives high dynamic range

pixel values in accordance with a first color representation in M-bit words. The receiver 201

may specifically receive an image signal comprising pixel values for an HDR image. The

signal may be received from any suitable external or internal source but in the specific

example, the signal is received by the content processing device 103 from the content

provider apparatus 101.

Similarly to the N-bit words generated by the apparatus of FIG.2, the received

M-bit words may also comprise a plurality of individual components. For example, an M-bit

word representing a pixel may be provided in a number of sections each containing a number

of bits representing a property for the pixel. For example, the M-bit words may be divided

into a number of sections each containing a pixel value component corresponding to a

primary color. E.g. an M-bit word may provide an RGB pixel value by one section including

bits providing the R pixel value, another section including bits providing the G pixel value,

and a third section including bits providing the B pixel value.

Also, the M-bit words providing the HDR pixel values are provided in

accordance with a first color representation. It will be appreciated that any suitable color

representation allowing HDR pixels to be represented may be used, including for example an

RGB, or YCrCb color representation. It will also be appreciated that multi-primary color

representations using more than three primaries may be used. For brevity and clarity, the



following description will focus on an input signal comprising HDR pixel values as M-bit

words in accordance with an RGB color representation.

In some embodiments, the color representation of the (input) M-bit words (the

first color representation) and the color representation of the (output) N-bit words (the second

color representation) may be the same and indeed N may be equal to M. Thus, in some

embodiments, the same color representation may be used for the (output) image signal as for

the received (input) image signal.

In the example of FIG. 2, the receiver 201 is coupled to a first generator 203

which is arranged to include N-bit words in the image signal. In the specific example, this is

done by generating data packets that include the N-bit words for the image. Further, in the

example, the color representations and length of the words for the input and output signals

are the same, and thus the first generator 203 may directly include the received M-bit words

representing the HDR pixel values in the output image signal, e.g. by directly generating

suitable data packets or segments comprising the M-bit values.

The receiver 201 is furthermore coupled to a second generator 205 which is

arranged to generate and include an indicator in the image signal which indicates that HDR

pixel values are encoded in the image signal. Thus, an indicator is provided as part of the

image signal indicating that the signal comprises HDR values. The indicator may for example

be included in the image signal by being included in a data message or data packet distributed

along with the data messages or data packets comprising the pixel value data.

The first and second generators 203, 205 are coupled to an output unit 207

which is arranged to output the image signal. In the specific example, the output unit 207

may simply transmit the data messages or packets containing the pixel value data and the

indicator.

Thus, in the specific example, the image signal is a composite or divided

signal made up by a number of independently communicated parts. In the specific example,

the image signal comprises a plurality of different types of data packets. However, in other

embodiments, the image signal may be provided as a combined single data stream

comprising both the pixel value data and the indicator. In such examples, the data provided

by the first and second generators 203, 205 may be combined into a single data or bitstream

by the output unit 207. Specifically, the output 207 unit may comprise a multiplexer for

multiplexing the data into a single data stream or file. The apparatus of FIG. 2

generates an image signal which not only may contain an efficient representation of HDR

image data, but which also provides a flexible HDR distribution and communication. In



particular, it may provide improved backwards compatibility and may e.g. allow or facilitate

the introduction of HDR images into systems and standards not originally designed for HDR

images. For example, it may allow suitably capable equipment (such as displays) to process

the image signal as appropriate for HDR data, and thus a conditional processing of the

received pixel values based on the presence or absence of an HDR indication may be

achieved.

In the example of FIG. 2, the color representation of the input signal is the

same as the color representation of the output signal and indeed the received HDR samples

are directly included in the image signal. However, in many applications the first color

representation will be different from the second color representation.

FIG. 3 illustrates the apparatus of FIG. 2 modified to include a transformation

processor 301 between the receiver 201 and the first generator 203. The transformation

processor 301 is arranged to transform the high dynamic range pixel values from the first

color representation to the second color representation.

The transformation processor 301 may specifically be arranged to perform a

compression of the representation of the HDR pixel values such that the required number of

bits is reduced. Thus, in many scenarios, the transformation unit is arranged to transform the

input M-bit words to output N-bit words where M is larger than N . Thus, the transformation

processor 301 may typically be arranged to generate a more compact representation of the

HDR pixel values thereby allowing a reduced data rate.

The transformation may specifically include a non-linear representation of the

dynamic ranges. For example, the input signal may be received as samples in accordance

with a linear 16 bit RGB color representation. Thus, the input words may be 48 bit input

words. Such a representation tends to provide a fairly accurate representation of the dynamic

range and reduces banding etc. to acceptable limits even for relatively high dynamic ranges.

However, requiring 48 bits per pixel results in a relatively high data rate that is unsuitable or

undesirable for many applications.

The transformation processor 301 may accordingly process the 48 bit words to

provide a more efficient representation. Such an approach may typically utilize the perceptual

characteristics of the human visual system. A characteristic of human vision is that the

sensitivity to brightness variations tends to be non-linear. Indeed, the luminance increase that

is required for a human to perceive a brightness increase (or decrease) increases for

increasing luminance. Accordingly, larger steps can be used for higher luminances than for

lower luminances, and accordingly the transformation processor 301 may in many



embodiments convert the linear M-bit representations into a non-linear N-bit representation.

In many scenarios a suitable transform may be achieved by applying a logarithmic function

to the pixel values.

The transformation may in some embodiments be implemented as or include a

change in the quantization scheme used for the pixel values. A quantization scheme may

provide the relationship between actual pixel values and the corresponding light radiated

from the display (or from a nominal display). In particular, the quantization scheme may

provide the correlations between bit values and a corresponding value of a full dynamic

range.

For example, a given display range may be normalized to the range from 0-1

where 0 corresponds to a minimum light being radiated and 1 corresponds to the maximum

light being radiated. A simple linear and uniform quantization scheme may simply divide the

range from 0-1 into equal sized quantization intervals. For example, for a 1 bit

representation, the range from 0-1 is divided into 4096 equal steps.

The transformation processor 301 may change the input quantization scheme

applied to the components of the M-bit word to a different quantization scheme which is

applied to the outputs of the N-bit words.

For example, the input quantization of 65336 steps for each color component

may be converted into 1024 steps. However, rather than merely using a corresponding linear

quantization, the transformation processor 103 may apply a non-linear quantization scheme

wherein specifically the size of the quantization steps increases for increasing bit values

(corresponding to increased light output). The non-uniform and non-linear representation

reflects the human perception and may thus in many cases allow the reduced number of bits

to provide an image perceived to be of the same quality as that of the higher number of bits

generated by a uniform and linear quantization.

The change of quantization schemes may in principle be performed by de-

quantizing the input M-bit words followed by a quantization into the N-bit words. However,

in many scenarios, the transformation processor 103 may simply convert the words by

applying suitable bit operations directly on the M-bit words, and in particular by providing a

non-linear mapping of the 16 bits of each input color component into 10 bits of the

corresponding output color component.

In some embodiments, the transformation processor 301 may individually and

separately transform each component of the M-bit words into a corresponding component of

the N-bit words. For example, an M-bit word may contain an R pixel sample, a G pixel



sample, and a B pixel sample for an RGB color representation and this may be converted into

an R pixel sample, a G pixel sample, and a B pixel sample for an RGB color representation of

the N-bit word, where the R, G and B samples are allocated to different bits of the N-bit

words.

However, a particularly advantageous performance may often be achieved by

the N-bit words comprising both individual sections for each component as well as a

common section representing a common component for the individual components of the N-

bit word.

Specifically, a separate color value may be provided for each color component

of the color representation of the M-bit words. Thus, the M-bit words may only be provided

as separate color samples, such as e.g. in an RGB representation. However, the color

representation of the N-bit words may include a separate value for each color component

(such as for the R, G and B component) but may in addition provide a common exponential

factor for all of the color components. Thus, the N-bit representation may comprise four

sections with three sections providing an individual sample value for individual color

components and a fourth section providing a common exponential factor for all color values.

As a specific example, the transformation unit 201 may convert from an M-bit RGB

representation to an N-bit RGBE representation in order to provide a more efficient

representation of HDR pixel values.

It will be appreciated that in some embodiments, the transformation processor

301 may be arranged to perform more complex processing and may for example map from

one color representation to another taking into account image characteristics, display

characteristics etc.

For example, the apparatus may be arranged to select between a range of color

representations for encoding the HDR samples, and may select the one that is most suitable

for the current image data. For example, for a sequence of images having a very high

dynamic range, a non-linear (e.g. logarithmic) representation may be used whereas for a

sequence of image ranges having a lower dynamic range a linear representation may be used.

The apparatus may in such embodiments be further arranged to include an indication of the

selected encoding in the image signal (e.g. an indication of a tone mapping function, or

gamma function, etc.). Thus, the indicator may indicate the specific color representation used

for the N-bit words of the image signal.



It will be appreciated that any suitable mapping between the M-bit words and

the N-bit words (and thus between the first and second color representations) may be used

without detracting from the invention.

In some embodiments, the indicator may comprise an indication of a display

luminance associated with the color representation of the N-bit words. For example, an

indication of the luminance covered by the color coding range may be provided.

As a specific example, the second color representation may be associated with

a reference or nominal display. The reference display may correspond to a given maximum

luminance and the indication may for example indicate that the brightest code (e.g. 1023 for a

10 bit representation) is intended to correspond to a luminance of, say, 50 000 nits. This

allows e.g. to include a differently graded representation, and a smart receiving apparatus can

take that into account.

Such an indication may in a receiver be used to adapt the received HDR pixel

samples to the rendering luminance of the specific display. Indeed, in many cases it will be

more advantageous to perform a mapping of the HDR pixel samples into driving values for

the display by taking into account the absolute luminance range that can be provided.

For example, if the HDR pixel values are merely provided as relative values to

a normalized dynamic range (say from 0 to 1), the display will typically render the image

using the corresponding fractional luminances. E.g. a pixel value of 0.5 will be rendered as

half of the maximum light output. However, for HDR content and/or HDR displays such an

approach may not be optimal. E.g., an image of a beach with a sun in the sky and some dark

areas may use the full dynamic range to provide a very bright (luminous) sun when presented

on a 50 000 nits display. Due to the large dynamic range, this is possible while still providing

a bright (but darker) beach and sky, and while still providing details of shadow areas.

However, if the same image is presented on a 10 000 nits display, a simple linear scaling will

result in the sky and beach being represented by much lower luminosities resulting in them

appearing relatively dark and dull. Further, the shadow detail may be compressed so much

that detail is no perceivable (or even renderable). Instead, it would be advantageous for the

display to clip the very strong sun to lower luminance values while maintaining or only

moderately reducing the luminance for the sky and beach. Thus, an adaptive and non-linear

mapping may be performed. However, such an approach requires the display to not only

consider the display characteristics, and especially luminance range, but also to know the

actual absolute luminances that the received HDR pixel values are intended to correspond to.



The approach may for example allow that an encoding of the HDR image is

performed according to any suitable HDR space while allowing the image to be rendered on

any display, e.g. one with 1000 nit output, one with 20000 nit output, etc. This can be

achieved by performing gamut mapping and this gamut mapping may specifically be in

response to the differences between the absolute luminance differences between the reference

for the encoding and the actual display on which it is rendered. E.g. if a display merely

mapped e.g. a 50 000 nit HDR range to, say, 1000 nits available at the specific display (with

everything linearly compressed), then most colors would be rendered too dark. A better

approach may be to e.g. map the luminances above, say, 5000 nits, to be very close to the

white of the display (e.g. 950 nit). For example, the range from 5000 nits to 50000 nits may

be mapped to 950 nits to 1000 nits; 1000 nits to 5000 nits may be mapped to 850 nits to 950

nits; 750 nits to 1000 nits to 750 nits to 850 nits, and the remaining range of 0-750 nits may

simply be mapped to itself.

In many embodiments, the image signal may be generated to include a data

segment in which pixel image data is provided. For example, the image signal may be in

accordance with a standard that specifies specific data segments in which to include pixel

values. In some embodiments, such segments can be used for HDR pixel values or may be

used for LDR pixel values. Thus, sometimes the data segment may comprise LDR pixel

values and other times the data segment may contain HDR pixel values. In such

embodiments, the indicator may be used to indicate the type of data which is included in the

data segment. Thus, the indicator may be indicative of whether the data segment includes

HDR data or LDR data. Such an approach allows for a very flexible system, and in particular

may facilitate introduction of HDR data communication/ distribution in existing systems and

standards since existing defined LDR data segments may be reused for HDR data with the

only requirement being that a new indicator is introduced.

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a sink for processing a signal provided by an

apparatus as previously described. In the specific example, the sink is a display arranged to

present the image of the image signal. The sink may specifically be the display 107 of FIG. 1.

The display 107 comprises a receiver 401 which receives the image signal.

The image signal comprises a data segment which may contain high dynamic range pixel

values in N-bit words according to one color representation or may contain low dynamic

range pixel values (according another color representation). The image signal further

comprises an indicator which is indicative of whether the data segment comprises the high

dynamic range pixel values or the low dynamic range pixel values.



The receiver 401 is coupled to an extractor 403 which is arranged to extract

the data from the data segment. The extractor 403 thus retrieves the pixel sample data from

the image signal.

The extractor 403 is coupled to a processor for processing the pixel sample

data. In the example, the processor is a display driver 405 which is further coupled to a

display panel 407 and the receiver 401 .

The display driver 405 receives the pixel sample data from the extractor 403

and the indicator from the receiver 401 and proceeds to generate a display drive signal for the

display panel 407.

The processing of the display driver 405 is dependent on whether the indicator

indicates that the pixel data is for an HDR or LDR image. For example, if the display is an

LDR display, it may directly generate drive signals corresponding to the pixel values for the

display provided the indicator reflects that the pixel values are already LDR values.

However, if the indicator reflects that the received pixel values are indeed HDR pixel values,

the display driver 405 may proceed to perform gamut mapping and other conversion from

HDR to LDR. For example, a non-linear scaling may be applied to the HDR pixel values

(e.g. corresponding to a log operation and clipping operation). Such a conversion may further

take into account the dynamic range associated with the received HDR data in adapting the

conversion.

Conversely, if the display is an HDR display it may directly use pixel values

when the indicator indicates that the pixel data is HDR data, and may perform a gamut

conversion (including luminance enhancement) when the indicator indicates that the pixel

data is LDR data.

In some embodiments, the system may be arranged to provide an efficient

encoding of the HDR pixel values such that not all available data bits are used. For example,

the data segment may be arranged to provide pixel data values in K-bit words. The data

segment may for example be a color enhancement data segment which may provide an

improved accuracy. For example, the data segment may provide 16 bit LDR RGB data values

corresponding to K being equal to 48 bits. However, the HDR data may be generated in

accordance with an efficient encoding, such as for example in accordance with a 32 bit

RGBE representation. In such embodiments, there are 16 additional bits for each pixel not

used by the HDR data. This additional data may in some cases be used to provide other

information. For example, the non-used bits may be used to provide additional color



information. In other embodiments, the bits may be set to a constant value to provide a more

efficient coding thereby reducing the data rate.

In some embodiments, the apparatus of FIG. 2 (or 3) may be arranged to

generate an image signal which comprises a second indicator that indicates that the data

segment is used for LDR data even in the case where it is used for LDR data. Thus, this

second indicator may indicate that the data of the data segment is conventional LDR data in

accordance with a suitable LDR representation both in the case when the data segment indeed

does contain such LDR data but also when it contains HDR data in accordance with a

different color representation.

Thus, in such an embodiment, the image signal may contain a plurality of

indicators which may in some scenarios be in conflict with each other (or where one indicator

may be "wrong").

The approach may allow some equipment, processing and functionality to only

use the second indicator resulting in the data being handled exactly as if it was LDR data.

Such an approach is particularly suitable for components that are not capable of handling

HDR data (e.g. legacy equipment) but can handle image signals with LDR data. However, at

the same time other equipment, processing and functionality may be arranged to use the first

indicator to correctly interpret the data of the data segment, and accordingly to process it as

HDR data. Such HDR capable components can accordingly take full advantage of the HDR

data.

The approach may be particularly suitable for enhancing existing LDR

systems and standards to include HDR data. For example, the second indicator may be an

indicator of the original LDR system/standards with the first indicator being a new indicator

introduced to the system when enhancing this to include HDR. The new indicator may be

provided in an optional section of the image signal. In this way, existing equipment which is

e.g. used for communication, routing, switching etc. may process the signal in exactly the

same way as an LDR signal based only on the first indicator. Thus, since the HDR data is

encoded in a data segment which may be used for LDR data, and the second indicator

corresponds thereto, legacy equipment will not know the difference between an HDR signal

and an LDR signal. Accordingly, the existing LDR distribution equipment may be used to

distribute the HDR data from an HDR source to an HDR sink. However, the HDR capable

sink will be arranged to look for the first indicator and can accordingly determine that the

data contained in the data segment is HDR data and not LDR data.



In the following, a specific example will be provided of an embodiment

wherein the image signal is generated in accordance with the HDMI™ standard. The

embodiment utilizes the Deep Color mode of HDMI™ to introduce HDR content.

HDMI™ supports transmission of video content of various pixel encodings

such as YCbCr 4:4:4, YCbCr 4:2:2 and RGB 4:4:4. In the standard HDMI™ encoding

formats, 8 bits are available per component corresponding to the pixel values being provided

in 24 bit words. However, in addition HDMI™ supports transmission of content with a

higher color accuracy and/or wider color gamut than the normal 8 bits per component. This is

called Deep Color mode and in this mode HDMI™ supports up to 16 bits per component (48

bits per pixel, i.e. 48 bit words).

Deep color mode is based on the clock rate of the link being increased with a

ratio to the pixel depth /24 (24 bit/pixel = 1.0 x pixel clock) and an additional control packet

being transmitted that indicates to the sink the color depth and the packing of the bits (control

packet may thus be an example of the second indicator mentioned above). This same

mechanism is in the example also used for transmission of HDR content and no changes to

this mechanism are required.

In the example HDR content is communicated in the Deep Color data

segments rather than the enhanced accuracy LDR data. The communication is achieved by

setting the HDMI™ communication up as for a Deep Color mode but with an additional

indication being introduced to reflect that the data is not enhanced LDR data but is instead

HDR data.

Furthermore, the pixel encoding does not merely use the linear RGB 16 bit per

component approach of Deep Color mode with an enhanced dynamic range but instead

provides the HDR data using efficient HDR pixel encodings such as for example RGBE,

XYZE, LogLuv, or e.g. the 12 bit RGB single precision floats encoding that is also used for

HDMI™ Deep Color mode. This more efficient HDR encoded data is then transmitted using

the transmission mode for Deep Color of HDMI™.

For example, as illustrated in FIG. 5, a Deep Color 48 bit word comprises

three 16 bit components corresponding to a linear R, G and B sample. The encoding of HDR

data in such a linear color representation tends to be suboptimal, and in the example of FIG. 5

the 48 bit word is instead used to provide an 8 bit mantissa for each R, G and B sample

together with an 8 bit exponent. Or it could be used for 3*12 or 3*14 bit mantissas + 6 bits

exponent, etc.



The exponent value provides a common scaling factor for the three mantissas

with the scaling factor being equal to 2 to the power of the exponent value minus 128. The

mantissas may be linear and may be provided as floating point values. Such an RGBE

encoding may provide a much more efficient representation of the very large dynamic range

associated with HDR data. Indeed, in the example, the encoding uses only 32 bits thereby

leaving more bandwidth on the interface which can e.g. be used for transmission of 3D or

4k2k formats

The approach allows an efficient communication of HDR using HDMI™ and

indeed requires minimal changes to the HDMI™ standard. A facilitated introduction of HDR

to HDMI™ may be achieved and in particular no new hardware is required. Furthermore,

existing equipment may be capable of switching HDR data as this can be treated as Deep

Color data.

In the example, the HDMI™ interface is set to Deep Color mode but with an

indicator set to indicate that the content transmitted is not Deep Color data but rather HDR

data. The indicator may be provided by setting suitably reserved fields in an AVI (Auxiliary

Video Information) Info frame. As another example, the indicator may be provided in the

form of a new info frame being defined specifically for indicating transmission of HDR

content. As yet another example, the HDMI™ vendor specific infoframe may be used to

provide the indication.

In more detail, signaling in HDMI™ is based on CEA 86 1-D. CEA86 1-D

defines the signaling from the sink to the source through E-EDID and from the source to the

sink through the AVI-info frame. The AVI infoframe provides frame signaling on color and

chroma sampling, over- and underscan and aspect ratio.

In accordance with some embodiments, the HDMI interface is set to indicate

transmission of Deep Color content but preferably with an HDR pixel encoding in the form

of e.g. RGBE (or other efficient HDR representations).

A possible exemplary (part of an) AVI-info frame may be.



Packet CEA 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Byte # 861-D

Byte #

PBO n.a. checksum

PB1 Byte 1 Rsvd Y l Y0 Fields not relevant for this description

(0)

PB2 Byte 2 CI C O Fields not relevant for this description

PB3 Byte 3 ITC EC2 ECl ECO Qi Q0 Not relevant

PB4 Byte 4 Video Ic entification Codes (VIC)

PB5 Byte 5 YQl YQO CN1 CNO Fields not relevant for this

description

Y l and Y0 indicate the color component sample format and chroma sampling

used. For transmission of HDR content, this may be to 00 or 10 indicating RGB and YCbCr

4:4:4. Preferably the currently reserved value 11 may be used to indicate RGBE or another

suitable HDR representation.

CI and C O indicate the colorimetry of the transmitted content. For HDR

content, this may be set to 00 meaning no data or 11 to indicate that an extended colorimetry

is used as is further indicated in bits ECO, ECl and EC2.

ITC indicates whether the content is IT content and this bit is used in

conjunction with CN1 and CNO to indicate to the sink that it should avoid any filter

operations or analog reconstruction. For HDR content this bit may typically be set.

EC2, ECl and ECO indicate the color space, colorimetry of the content. For

HDR one of the currently defined wider gamut ones may be used. Also the currently reserved

fields may be used to indicate other color spaces more suitable for future HDR displays.

Ql and Q0 indicate the RGB quantization range, for HDR content full range

(10) or 11 (which is currently reserved) could be used to indicate HDR content being

transmitted in Deep Color mode. YQl and YQO indicate the same but for YCC quantization.

Again there are two reserved fields that could be used for the purpose of indicating HDR

content carried in Deep Color mode, such as e.g. 36 bit YCrCb.

CN1 and CNO indicate the content type (Graphics, Photo, Cinema, Game) for

IT application and are used in combination with the IT bit.

In order to allow the Sink (the display) to indicate that it supports HDR

content an extension of the E-EDID specification may be implemented. HDMI™ uses E-



EDID for signaling display capabilities from the display back to the playback device. The

HDMI™ specification, through a HDMI™ vendor specific data block in the E-EDID, already

specifies how to indicate support for Deep Color mode transmission. This may be enhanced

to also include the possibility of support for HDR formats such as RGBE or other HDR color

encodings.

As another example an indicator may be included to indicate that the display

supports HDR content and a list of the color encodings that it can support in addition to those

already specified in HDMI™ such as; RGBE, XYZE, LogLuv 32, or even EXR.

An extended version of the HDMI™ vendor specific data block with signaling

for HDR support may for example be as follows:

Packet Byte 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

#

PBO Not relevant Length

PB1 24 bit IEEE registration identifier

PB2

PB3

PB4 Not relevant

PB5

PB6 Not relevant

PB7

PB8 Not relevant HDMI_HDR_present

PB9-15 Not relevant

PB16 HDR color encoding Reserved

PB(length)

where "HDMI_HDR_present" indicates that the display supports HDR content and

"HDR color encoding" indicates any additional color encodings supported.

As another example, the approach may be used for a DisplayPort interface.

For example, an approach similar to that described for HDMI may be used with the image

data of a main content stream containing LDR data, HDR data or indeed both. An indicator

may be provided to indicate the type of the image data in the content stream. The control and

configuration data (including in particular the indicator) may be provided in Secondary Data

Packets, and may in particular be provided using CEA 861 InfoFrames as described for



HDMI. Further, the AUX channel may be used to exchange control information. In

particular, the display's capability for handling HDR data may be communicated using the

AUX channel.

As yet another example, the approach may be used for Blu-ray Disc™

systems.

It will be appreciated that the described system may be used with many

different types of content creation, provision and consumption including for example

consumer systems.

Fig. 6 schematically shows an example of some of the apparatuses that may be

present at the creation (transmission) side to be used for creating a good color description

signal. In the example, the apparatuses are integrated with a classical celluloid film camera

(note that the digital assisting representation of the scene will only fully [as to the pixel

values of the analog vs. digital recordings] be linkable to the actually captured celluloid

picture if movie material calibration models are incorporated for mapping the two (however,

the development is then still an unknown variable that can be supplementary played with),

but even without those, the digital recording can still yield very valuable side information,

e.g. if it is geometrically co-registered with the celluloid captured view window, one can

define regions, and apart from the celluloid captured developed grain values one can code

e.g. linear actual scene view values via the digital capturing), because the skilled person will

understand how to transpose these components to the room of a color grader, or a transcoder

doing the same for e.g. an old Laurel and Hardy picture.

FIG. 6 show attached to camera 601, a digital display 603 (which e.g. gets a

feed from a CCD co-registered with the camera lens). However the connection 604 need not

be fixed but can also be a transmitter for a number of separate displays (e.g. one for the

camera operator and one in the overview stack of the director). Upon the display 603 the

camera operator or director of photography can draw e.g. a region 650 which they know they

have calibrated with their stage lighting as a dark part of the image, which can be done with

e.g. a light pen 608 or other user interface input means [we show only one example, because

we think the skilled person can well understand which types of system allow a user to give

feedback on a displayed image]. The display 603 may store added information onto a

memory 606 (e.g. a detachable memory stick), or communicate via a transmission system

605. It can also receive further information from an in-filming-situ scene analysis device 620

(which may simply be a light meter or even a spatially sampling spectrometer), via its

transmission system 621, which may also transmit to the final data accumulation place (i.e.



640). Furthermore, in-scene meters 630 (i.e. local illumination meters to measure how actor's

faces are illuminated, especially when with highly variable lighting; sphere systems looking

at the surrounding illumination distribution; etc.) may transmit their data to any part of the

system via their transmission system 63 1. The receiving display can then try to reproduce the

light in its original brightness, or at least a fraction (or function) thereof, typically in

accordance with some psychovisual model for creating a similar look or an artistic look etc.

All data is accumulated on a data accumulation apparatus 640 with on-board memory,

typically a computer (with transmission system 641).

The system illustrated in FIG. 6 may thus e.g. be used by an operator to

generate an LDR image by manual color grading/ tone mapping (and also a HDR image may

be composed, or at least a partial look therefore). The resulting LDR image can then be

encoded and represented in the first pixel picture. The system may further automatically

determine parameters for generating the HDR image. Alternatively, the operator may also use

the system of FIG. 6 to generate the HDR extension data, e.g. by a semi-automated process.

Fig. 7 shows an exemplary image decoding and displaying system at the

receiving side, e.g. in a consumer's living room (the skilled person will understand how a

similar system according to principles of our invention will look in e.g. a digital cinema

theatre). An embodiment of color rendering image processing apparatus 701 is a set top box

(which may correspond to the content processing device 103 of FIG. 1) with built-in Blu-ray

reader (but this may also be e.g. a laptop computer, or portable device like a mobile phone

etc., i.e. the apparatus 701 can be as small as a plug-in card [as long as it is able to read the

regime specifications, and allow color processing with it] or as big as a professional cinema

transcoding studio) is able to receive a Blu-ray 702 with the entire LDR/HDR extension

image signal encoded on it, i.e. both the first picture with the LDR and the second picture

with HDR extension data included.

The apparatus may as another example received the signals via a first

connection 703 to e.g. a television signal transmission cable (or antenna, or input for digital

photos on a memory card, etc.; image signal may also variously mean e.g. a television

standard encoded signal, or a raw image file etc.) 704 which carries the (typically

compression encoded) input signals. In some embodiments the two pictures could be

provided via two paths, e.g. the HDR description data may come over another medium via a

second connector 704 e.g. connected to the internet 705.

The apparatus 701 has an IC which has at least an extractor 7 11 arranged to

extract the data, and either output it directly or convert it to new values more suitable for



doing controlled image processing by an image processing unit 712. This may be embodied

so simple as to only apply some tone reproduction transformations to the pixels

corresponding to the special to be rendered regime, or have complex algorithms, e.g.

typically corresponding to any of the algorithms that can be applied at the creation side, e.g. a

segmentation and/or tracking algorithm/unit.

The player 701 may output its improved intended rendering output image IR'

to the display/television over a video cable 720 (e.g. HDMI), but since the television may do

(or be requested to do) additional processing (on its image analysis and/or processing IC

731), a second connection (cable or wireless) 721 may be present for control signals CS

(which may comprise any data from the signal and/or control data derived therefrom).

Typically these additional control signals may be added over the video cable, by updating

e.g. the (wireless) HDMI protocol. The apparatus 723 may also send color signals over

connection 723 to a second, environment color display 740, which may also obtain its

intended rendering color input signals via the display 730. The exemplary display is with a

LED backlight 732, ideal for HDR rendering. Environment measurement devices like

measurement device 780 may be present e.g. a cheap camera which can check the surround

of the television, lights in the room, reflections on the television front plate, visibility of

calibration grey scales, etc., and they may communicate this information to apparatus 701

and/or display 730.

The algorithmic components disclosed in this text may (entirely or in part) be

realized in practice as hardware (e.g. parts of an application specific IC) or as software

running on a special digital signal processor, or a generic processor, etc.

It should be understandable to the skilled person from our presentation which

components may be optional improvements and can be realized in combination with other

components, and how (optional) steps of methods correspond to respective means of

apparatuses, and vice versa. The word "apparatus" in this application is used in its broadest

sense, namely a group of means allowing the realization of a particular objective, and can

hence e.g. be (a small part of) an IC, or a dedicated appliance (such as an appliance with a

display), or part of a networked system, etc. "Arrangement" is also intended to be used in the

broadest sense, so it may comprise inter alia a single apparatus, a part of an apparatus, a

collection of (parts of) cooperating apparatuses, etc.

The computer program product denotation should be understood to encompass

any physical realization of a collection of commands enabling a generic or special purpose

processor, after a series of loading steps (which may include intermediate conversion steps,



such as translation to an intermediate language, and a final processor language) to enter the

commands into the processor, and to execute any of the characteristic functions of an

invention. In particular, the computer program product may be realized as data on a carrier

such as e.g. a disk or tape, data present in a memory, data traveling via a network connection

-wired or wireless- , or program code on paper. Apart from program code, characteristic data

required for the program may also be embodied as a computer program product. Some of the

steps required for the operation of the method may be already present in the functionality of

the processor instead of described in the computer program product, such as data input and

output steps.

It will be appreciated that the above description for clarity has described

embodiments of the invention with reference to different functional circuits, units and

processors. However, it will be apparent that any suitable distribution of functionality

between different functional circuits, units or processors may be used without detracting from

the invention. For example, functionality illustrated to be performed by separate processors

or controllers may be performed by the same processor or controllers. Hence, references to

specific functional units or circuits are only to be seen as references to suitable means for

providing the described functionality rather than indicative of a strict logical or physical

structure or organization.

The invention can be implemented in any suitable form including hardware,

software, firmware or any combination of these. The invention may optionally be

implemented at least partly as computer software running on one or more data processors

and/or digital signal processors. The elements and components of an embodiment of the

invention may be physically, functionally and logically implemented in any suitable way.

Indeed the functionality may be implemented in a single unit, in a plurality of units or as part

of other functional units. As such, the invention may be implemented in a single unit or may

be physically and functionally distributed between different units, circuits and processors.

Although the present invention has been described in connection with some

embodiments, it is not intended to be limited to the specific form set forth herein. Rather, the

scope of the present invention is limited only by the accompanying claims. Additionally,

although a feature may appear to be described in connection with particular embodiments,

one skilled in the art would recognize that various features of the described embodiments

may be combined in accordance with the invention. In the claims, the term comprising does

not exclude the presence of other elements or steps.



Furthermore, although individually listed, a plurality of means, elements,

circuits or method steps may be implemented by e.g. a single circuit, unit or processor.

Additionally, although individual features may be included in different claims, these may

possibly be advantageously combined, and the inclusion in different claims does not imply

that a combination of features is not feasible and/or advantageous. Also the inclusion of a

feature in one category of claims does not imply a limitation to this category but rather

indicates that the feature is equally applicable to other claim categories as appropriate.

Furthermore, the order of features in the claims do not imply any specific order in which the

features must be worked and in particular the order of individual steps in a method claim

does not imply that the steps must be performed in this order. Rather, the steps may be

performed in any suitable order. In addition, singular references do not exclude a plurality.

Thus references to "a", "an", "first", "second" etc. do not preclude a plurality. Reference signs

in the claims are provided merely as a clarifying example shall not be construed as limiting

the scope of the claims in any way.



CLAIMS:

1. An apparatus for generating an image signal in which pixels are encoded in N-

bit words, encoding at least a luma per pixel, the apparatus comprising:

a receiver (201) for obtaining high dynamic range pixel values in accordance

with a first color representation in M-bit words;

a first generator (203) for including the high dynamic range pixel values in the

image signal in the N-bit words according to a second color representation; and

a second generator (205) for including in the image signal an indicator that

high dynamic range pixel values are encoded.

2 . The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first color representation is different

from the second color representation.

3 . The apparatus of claim 2 further comprising a transformation unit (301) for

transforming the high dynamic range pixel values from the first color representation to the

second color representation.

4 . The apparatus of claim 2 or 3 wherein the transformation comprises a

compression of M-bit words into N-bit words, where M is larger than N .

5 . The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the compression comprises using a different

quantization scheme for the pixel values in accordance with the second color representation

than for the pixel values in accordance with the first color representation.

6 . The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first color representation is the same as

the second color representation.

7 . The apparatus of claim 1 or 2 wherein the indicator comprises an indication of

a display luminance associated with the second color representation.



8. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the indicator comprises an indication of the

second color representation.

9 . The apparatus of claim 1 or 2 wherein the first color representation employs a

separate color value for each color component of the first color representation, and the

second color representation employs a set of color values for each color component of the

second color representation together with a common exponential factor.

10. The apparatus of claim 1 or 2 wherein the image signal comprises a segment

for pixel image data, and the first generator (201) is arranged to alternatively include low

dynamic range pixel values or the high dynamic range pixel values according to a second

color representation in the segment, and the indicator is arranged to indicate whether the first

segment comprises low dynamic range color values or high dynamic range color values.

11. The apparatus of claim 10 wherein the second generator (203) is arranged to

further include a second indicator in the image signals, the second indicator being indicative

of the segment being used for low dynamic range pixel values both when the segment

comprises low dynamic range pixel values and when the segment comprises high dynamic

range pixel values.

12. The apparatus of claim 10 or 11 wherein a number of bits K reserved for each

pixel in the segment is larger than N .

13. The apparatus of claim 1 or 10 wherein the image coding signal is in

accordance with an HDMI standard.

14. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein the first generator (201) is arranged to

include the high dynamic range pixel values in a Deep Color data segment.

15. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein the second generator (201) is arranged to

include the indicator in an Auxiliary Video Information InfoFrame.

16. The apparatus of claim 1 or 10 wherein the image coding signal is in

accordance with a DisplayPort standard.



17. A method of generating an image signal in which pixels are encoded in N-bit

words, encoding at least a luma per pixel, the method comprising the steps:

obtaining high dynamic range pixel values in accordance with a first color

representation in M-bit words;

including the high dynamic range pixel values in the image signal in the N-bit

words according to a second color representation; and

including in the image signal an indicator that high dynamic range pixel values

are encoded.

18. An apparatus for processing an image signal, the apparatus comprising:

a receiver (401) for receiving the image signal, a data segment of the image

signal comprising one of high dynamic range pixel values in N-bit words according to a first

color representation and low dynamic range pixel values according to a second color

representation, and for receiving an indicator indicative of whether the data segment

comprises the high dynamic range pixel values or the low dynamic range pixel values;

an extractor (403) for extracting data of the data segment; and

a processor (405) arranged to process the data of the data segment as high

dynamic range pixel values or as low dynamic range pixel values dependent on the indicator.

19. An apparatus as claimed in claim 18, in which the processor (405) is arranged

to adapt its processing to map the N-bit words to display renderable output signals, in

dependence on the coding used in the N-bit words as indicated by the indicator.

20. An apparatus as claimed in claim 18, in which the processor (405) is arranged

to apply a color transformation implementing at least a mapping of grey values along a first

luminance range associated with the N-bit words, to a second luminance range associated

with a display (407), in which the color transformation is dependent on the indicator, and in

particular on the display luminance, or any white level indication characterizing a luminance

level of the maximum luminance codeable with the N-bits words.

2 1. The apparatus of claim 18 wherein the image signal is in accordance with an

HDMI standard, and the apparatus further comprises means for transmitting an indication of



the capability to process high dynamic range pixel values in an HDMI vendor specific data

block.

22. A method of processing an image signal, the method comprising:

receiving the image signal, a data segment of the image signal comprising one

of high dynamic range pixel values in N-bit words according to a first color representation

and low dynamic range pixel values according to a second color representation;

receiving an indicator indicative of whether the data segment comprises the

high dynamic range pixel values or the low dynamic range pixel values;

extracting data of the data segment; and

processing the data of the data segment as high dynamic range pixel values or

as low dynamic range pixel values dependent on the indicator.

23. An image signal in which pixels are encoded in N-bit words, encoding at least

a luma per pixel, the image signal comprising high dynamic range pixel values in the image

signal in the N-bit words according to a color representation, and an indicator that high

dynamic range pixel values are encoded.
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